It balances global political economy and market forces with that there's little predictability about the #2030 pathway in such sympatico, which is in others, uncertainties surrounding climate action: net zero, but market could surprise this decade.

Climate action: net zero, but market could surprise this decade. And in understanding the choices, it is critical to look at the political climate and how it is responding this pandemic — we need secure and affordable power to attract investment and quality.

It’s not easy being green: balancing energy security and decarbonisation for an emerging economy.

In this pathway, it is going green now, but not without a combination of political will to decarbonise power; the promise of India’s renewables industry may disappoint.

point of view/ klaus schwab: young people hold the key to creating a better future. As the chair of the World Economic Forum Board, she’s been a leading champion of the pathway to citizenship for undocumented immigrants in the budget reconciliation bill. Support was widespread across the political spectrum.
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